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INTRODUCTION
PETER HOLMAN

Welcome to the first issue of the new-look Early Music Performer. I write these words as
the present Chairman of the National Early Music Association (NEMA), and the future
Chairman of the editorial board of Early Music Performer.

As the result of a number of administrative
changes we have made to NEMA, Early Music
Performer has made the change from an informal
house journal to a more formally produced
magazine available to everyone. To that end, I am
very pleased that Jeremy & Ruth Burbidge of
Ruxbury Publications have agreed to publish it on
a commercial basis, and that Dr Bryan White of
Leeds University has agreed to edit it. Bryan is
well qualified for the post, since he is a
musicologist
with
scholarly
interests
in
seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century English
music, but is also active as a solo singer and choir
trainer, and has strong interests in performance
practice. We have also formed a distinguished
editorial board that will help to shape the
magazine's development and will ensure that it
maintains scholarly standards.
What will Early Music Performer do? In the
first place, it is intended to complement Early
Music Review, edited by Clifford Bartlett - who is
also on the editorial board of Early Music
Performer. It will appear in the two months,
August and January, that Early Music Review does

COVER:
'CONCERTO SPIRlTUALE' Published 23 March 1773.
Cello - Carl Friedrich Abel, 1723-1787
Oboe - Johann Christian Fischer, 1733-1800
Horn - [Possibly] Giovanni Punto alias Johann Wenzel Stich,

CORRECTION:
In Leendert Haasnoot's article 'Pietro Hellendaal Hollandese:
2, from line 21 onwards should have read 'Hellendaal's
'melo/bass'sonata. In almost all published violin sonatas the
of this passage was transposed mistakenly to p. 9, column 1,
native country towards the end of 1751'.
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not appear, and it will consist mainly of articles
and news items, whereas Early Music Review, as its
title indicates, consists mainly of reviews. Second,
Early Music Performer will bridge the gap between
the worlds of scholarship and performance in a
way that existing journals generally do not. Its
main function will be to bring new discoveries and
fresh perspectives in the field of performance
practice to the notice of performers in a readable
but authoritative way. Too often, research with
important implications for performers does not
get the attention it deserves because it either
remains unpublished or appears only in expensive
or hard-to-obtain publications.
A venture like this depends on its readers. If
you like what you read here, spread the word
among your friends and fellow-performers. If you
don't, let us know, so that we can provide you with
what you do want. Either way, happy reading, and
happy (historically informed) performing!

EDITORIAL
BRYAN WHITE

I am pleased to be writing to you as the editor of the 'new' Early Music Performer. Those
of you already familiar with EMP will find this issue a blend of the old and the new; we
feature articles by past contributors Anthony Rowland-Jones and Jeremy Montagu, and
display on the masthead a list of our newly formed editorial board. You will see that
they are a formidable group of distinguished scholars and performers, and I wish to
thank them for their support in relaunching EMP.

Peter Holman has, in his introduction, indicated
the way in which EMP is to proceed, and I, with
him, look forward to its development.
The
journal has much to build on and you will find in
this issue a resume of its history in the form of a
list of the full details of articles from issues 1-9 of
EMP.
I happily recommend to you the three new
articles in this current
issue.
Anthony
Rowland-Jones
continues his researches into
iconographical evidence on performance practice
and Jeremy Montagu offers an interesting and
challenging evaluation of the past, present and
future state of the Early Music Movement. Many
readers will be familiar with Neal Peres Da Costa
through his work with Florilegium, but fewer of
you may have had the opportunity to hear him
play Mendelssohn and Brahms. His exploration
of this literature as a performer has been
accompanied
by
extensive
research
into
eighteenthand
nineteenth-century
piano
techniques, in which he has combined the study of
performance treatises with evidence provided by
early piano rolls and audio recordings.
His
findings, some of which are presented here,
suggest a style of performance very different to
what one normally hears today, and one which, to
judge by Neal's application of it in practice, is both
refreshing and extremely expressive.
EMP will regularly be offering short news
briefs on topics of interest to performers and lists

of articles relating to performance
practice.
Though the list provided in this issue is far from
exhaustive, there is much of interest to pursue, and
I hope that in future it may become more
comprehensive. With that end in mind, I will be
grateful for both news items and articles you as
readers have come across. I will briefly note the
first article listed in this issue, especially since The
British Journal of Aesthetics might seem an unlikely
place to search for essays on performance practice.
However, Peter Kivy's article has less to do with the
details of how one performs than with the
philosophy
that underpins
the approach to
performance.
He
offers
an
interesting
examination of the way in which the term
'authentic performance' has been superseded by
'historically informed performance', and whether
there is any substantive difference between them
in the meaning. His argument, which follows on
from his earlier book, Authenticities, suggests that
they are one and the same, and whether one agrees
with him or not, there is much food for thought.
I will close by offering several words of
thanks: first to Mark Windisch, who edited the
last issue of the old EMP, and who helped to tie up
the remaining loose ends; to Ruth and Jeremy
Burbidge, who have brought great enthusiasm to
the new EMP; and finally to Peter Holman, whose
advice has been invaluable in developing the
journal. I hope you, the readers, enjoy it.
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SOME ICONOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE ON
SMALL ENSEMBLES
IN MID-16th-CENTURY VENICE
ANTHONY ROWLAND-JONES

Considerable caution is called for in coming to conclusions about performance practice
from works of art. There are plenty of small-group concert scenes in 16th-century
pictures and even more in the 17th century, especially by Caravaggio and his followers,
but they cannot always be taken as representing actual practice. Artists often depicted
musical instruments for their manifold symbolic associations.

De Hooch, for example, kept a lute for the lady and a recorder
for the gentleman to symbolise harmony and fruitfulness in his
Amsterdam portraits of married couples.
Moreover, in
portraiture generally, the presence of the instruments was a form
of flattery, suggesting that the artists clients were more musically
accomplished than they actually might have been.
The
instruments also produced an attractive pose and an added focus
of interest to the portrayal. One is on safer ground where the
purpose of a picture seems to be more for decoration than for
conveying a message or idea, neither representing actual people,
nor appearing to have any non-musical significance. fu will be
shown later in this article, in some pictures music-making is
depicted as a decorative element in the background with no
apparent iconographic relationship to the picture's main subject.
Making allowances for a painter's own musical interests, and
artistic considerations, these pictures are more likely to represent
actual ensemble groupings of their own time and region. They
may therefore be regarded as forming a separate category from
the main body of Italian concert scenes which are the subject of
lain Fenlon's chapter in the Companion to Medieval &
Renaissance Music, where the artists would have expected their
representations of music-making to be interpreted in a symbolic
fashion.'
Two pictures, frequently reproduced, where musicmaking is the main subject but which are probably purely
decorative, are displayed in the Museum of Decorative Arts in
the H~tel Lallemant in Bourges (illustrations 1 and 2).2 They
constitute a pair, almost certainly for placing over doors,
showing, at a cursory glance, a group of four singers, with music,
outdoors in a flowery meadow with a lake and mountains
behind, and then the same four playing instruments (but without
music) in a similar setting. These pictures, and an important
group of others which I believe are related to them, are the
subject of this article. What do they tell us about performance
practice, where, and when?
It will soon be noticed that the people in the two
Bourges pictures are not quite the same. The male singer has a
moustache, while the lutenist does not; and the features of the
harpsichord player do not easily match those of any of the three
singing ladies. The recorder player's right-hand finger position'
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is clumsy (though this could be the artist's clumsiness rather than
the player's); and the instrumentalists, who look out towards us,
seem rather posed. If these were actual ensembles meeting
regularly, the vocal quartet would have been better served with
repertoire if the two men in the pair of pictures had formed a
group with two women, especially as the shape of the partbooks
suggests that a madrigalian quartet, normally 5ATB, is being
sung. The subject of the paintings is more likely to be one of
delight in music-making, with the artist using studio models,
rather than portraiture.
Although the composition of the vocal quartet might be
called into question, it at least suggests that Renaissance
adaptability was such that three women and a man wishing to
sing together were able to find suitable music.' The instrumental
ensemble, however, is unexceptionable. The grouping of flute or
recorder, bowed strings, and plucked strings can be found in
iconographic sources from the early l Srh century onwards,' and
is the basis of the English consort.'
The Bourges picture
provides some evidence that such a grouping could have been
well established in the place and at the time it was painted. No
surviving music before about 1600' specifies a mixed consort,
and the style of the pictures points to their having been painted at
an earlier date than that. So the instrumental group also needed
to create their own repertoire by adaptation. The pairing of the
pictures could be conjectured to suggest that the four
instrumentalists adapted from four-part vocal music, perhaps
even the same music.
This conjecture is strengthened by the fact that the
instrumentalists do not play from music. In 16th- and early
l Zrh-century pictures of music-making it is quite common for
instrumentalists to be without music, although music-books or
sheets are generally shown when music is being sung, probably as
much for the words as the music.'
The Bourges picture is a
reminder that Renaissance instrumentalists were often expected
to play their music from memory, supported and seasoned with
improvisation. Today we are so used to the availability of printed
music that it is easy to forget the extent to which Renaissance
instrumental music depended on improvisation based on
memorised compositions and familiar formulaic patterns.

1. Anon., mid-16th-century Venetian, Musique champ;tre - vocal quartet
(Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Hotel Lallernant, Bourges)

2. Anon., mid-16th-century Venetian, Musique cbamphre - instrument, quartet
(Bourges - a pair with illustration 1)
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3. Detail of music held by upper-left
singer in illustration 1
To make ensemble music in this way calls for a high degree of
skill. Yet the players in these pictures are unlikely to be
professional
musicians,
All
documented
l Sth-century
professional instrumentalists and singers, were, until the 1580s,
male,' yet in the Bourges pictures the women outnumber the
men by three to one. Their dress is patrician; they are upper-class
amateurs making music for their private enjoyment in a beautiful
environment.
Even if the artist may have indulged in some
idealisation, he shows us music-making that could only take
place in a highly cultivated society.
The location and period of such a society could be
ascertained by knowing when and where the pictures were
painted. Documented provenance, style, and, in this case, the
players' costume, and the recognition of the music being sung,
could all, in principle, contribute to such a process. Three of
these apparently promising lines of enquiry lead to dead ends; the
fourth produces rich rewards.
The provenance of the two Bourges pictures is a mystety.
It can only be traced back to 1945 when the pictures were
discovered among hoards of works of art looted from French
houses during the war by the occupying Cerrnans." They show
signs of having been hastily bundled into a sack as the paint
surface has striations caused by scratching and rubbing. They
were at first identified as 'Ecole Franco-Icalienne. Fin du XVI
siecle,' and at one point attributed to Nicolas Tournier (15901660) who painted genre scenes of music-making, but it is now
recognised by the Museum that they are earlier, and Venetian in
ongill.
The mountains in the background resemble the
Dolomites north of Venice, and similar backgrounds appear in
other paintings by Venetian artists such as Bellini and Palma

Vecchio. The documentation files in the Bourges Archives are
mainly filled with requests for reproduction permission, although
one letter suggested that the artist could be Bonifazio di Pitati
Veronese.
The present attribution as 'rnid-Irirh-century
Venetian' has not been challenged.
The resources of the Fashion Research Centre at Bath
show that the lack in the 16th century of the type of
documentation which exists for more recent periods (fashion
plates, etc.) makes it difficult to arrive at any precise dating of the
dresses worn in the Bourges pictures. Surprisingly, fashion in
dress seems to have changed rather slowly in mid-Loth-century
Venice. In portraits of women from the 1520s by the Brescian
painter Savoldo, who worked mainly in Venice, one can find
costumes similar to those of the Bourges ladies, who I would
conjecture were probably painted some twenty to forty years
later; for example, his Portrait of a woman (1525) in the picture
gallery of the Capitoline Museum in Rome (PC 49) shows a dress
with the same type of embroidered square bodice, puffed sleeves
and plaited hair. The costumes confirm the Venetian origin of
the pictures, but do not provide accurate dating.
If the singers' music could be identified, it would provide
a date after which the picture was painted, although even some
secular music could remain in circulation for several decades
before its popularity was overtaken by new compositions and
styles and it became forgorten." The artist seems to wish us to
identify the singers' music, since all four parts are visible.
Moreover, the music of the upper-left singer is held upside down
- (see illustration 3), as if the artist intends us to read it - unless
he is implying that the singer knew her part so well that she had
not noticed she had opened her book the wrong way up. Or he
may just be teasing us. The music may be unclear because of the
damage sustained by the painting, but only the upper-left singer's
music has a time-signature. Her clef appears to be C2, so she
would sing the top line. One can only guess what clefs the other
two women sing from, but it could be C3 in both cases. The
man's music has an F clef which may be the normal F4. lain
Fenlon, who is very familiar with 16th-century madrigal
manuscripts, saw my photographs and has permitted me to quote
his opinion - 'My impression of the photographs is that rhe artist
has seen musical notation and understands it, but has depicted it
schematically. The painterly style is too rapid and sketchy for
this to be an actual inscription which we are meant to read.
There are moments of legibility in the notation, but the words
are not decipherable and I don't believe that they were ever
meant to be.'

4. Bonifazio di Pitati Veronese, Mase salvato dalle acque (Brera Gallery, Milan)
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5. Bonifazio, Il ricco Epulone (Accademia Gallery, Venice)

6. Bonifazio, detail held in illustration 4

In assigning a painting solely on grounds of style, art historians
rely on knowledge (for example of an artist's merhod of
application of paint, or his palette of colours), and on experience,
together with a certain amount of hunch.
In rhe Bourges
pictures, however, there are some indicators in the direction of
Bonifazio, a contemporaty of Titian in Venice. These may not
be vety significant independently, but togerher build up to a
measure of credibility. The rwo pictures might have required
only rwo or three models, as an artist could, within limits, make
changes in dress, or (as in the case of the man) just in the details
of a costume, in hair-styles, or, again only slightly, in
physiognomy. Artists drew their models from rheir own family
and from 'professional' models.
The latter would include
cultivated Venetian courtesans, several of whom would have been
skilled musicians. A courtesan/model might find work in several
studios, but she could easily stay with one painter who provided
continuity of demand and good reward. Although a place and
period may be characterised by a recognisable type of
physiognomy, the features of the Bourges musicians and of some
personages in paintings produced by Bonifazio in the later part of
a long and successful career (he was born in 1487 and died in
1553) are so remarkably similar that it seems possible that they
are based on rhe same models. Such models appear in Bonifazio's
rwo masterpieces, The Finding of Moses in the Brera Gallery in
Milan (illustration 4), and II riccoEpulone (or Dives and Lazarus)
in the Accademia Gallery in Venice (illustration 5)." Moreover,
both pictures are noteworthy for the role that music plays in
them, and both include representations of written music. But
the music-making is in no way a requisite of rhe subjects of rhese
pictures. Other artists do not include music-making in their
paintings of rhe finding of Moses, which was a popular rheme in
the art of the period." It is as if Bonifazio had reached a point

where he could indulge a private passion; furthermore, both
paintings include, again with no relevance to their subjects, the
portrayal of a woman, possibly the same model, who is listening
enrapt to the music near her. No other painter has so successfully
captured the appearance of a person moved by music, especially
in the Venice picture.
Paintings by Bonifazio and his followers have rwo other
characteristics which could link them with the Bourges pair. An
unusually large proportion have a landscape background or are in
open-air settings; and they show a remarkable ability and delight
in painting flowers and other plants, with almost botanical
accuracy - again in contexts where those flowers are not essential,
either literally or symbolically, to the subject. Mountainous
backgrounds are of course common in many paintings, but
Bonifazio's backgrounds show little variation from one picture to
another in their particular view of mountains with a town
beneath them. He painted many Sacra Conversazioni with the
Virgin and Child and various Saints as devotional pictures for
Venetian families, with the same distant landscape as in rhe
Bourges pictures."
A comparison berween the Bourges pictures and works
known to be by Bonifazio, especially the rwo at illustrations 4
and 5 above, gives the impression that the Bourges pictures are
not by Bonifazio himself - they are not of the same quality. This
subjective view can be confirmed by comparing the way in which
the Bourges artist paints his representational music with rhe
music in Bonifazio's The Finding of Moses in the Brera.
Illustration 6 is a close-up photograph of that music," which is
also representational, and the method of depicting it is
completely different. It seems very unlikely that in a matter of
such relative unimportance the same artist should paint his
representational music so differently. If, however, the Bourges
painter used the same models as Bonifazio, and imitated him in
other ways, it suggests that the Bourges painter was an artist
working in Bonifazio's studio.
In her excellent Profile of Bonifazio,"
Simonetta
Simonetti (hereinafter referred to as '55') describes" the
prestigious commission which Bonifazio was awarded in 1529 to
decorate the Palazzo Camerlenghi in Venice, a state building
housing several magistracies. This was a vast and ongoing
undertaking which would engage Bonifazio and his workshop all
his life. By 1529, however, he would probably have started to
acquire assistants, and the commission suggests that he was by
then recognised as an artist of great ability, who could assimilate
rhe new ideas of the time, but within bounds of convention and
unlikely to shock or to indulge private fancies.
His
commissioned subjects were mainly biblical or religious; 55's
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7. Bonifazio, sketch of an instrumental

catalogue of the 67 works correctly assigned to Bonifazio shows a
rather narrow range of titles, but with a slight increase in nonbiblical subjects in his later years. His admiration for his fellow
artists, such as Titian, with whom he was compared and
sometimes confused, Palma Vecchio (who was probably his
teacher), Dosso Dossi and Lorenzo Lotto, was reciprocated by
Venetian painters' respect for him as a member of their guild, the
Scuola de Pittori."
He seems to have been an unostentatious,
probably slightly reserved man, I9 for he attracted few anecdotes and no Venetian scandals; indeed there is very little
documentation about him at all. His paintings are those of an
artist who is far more than merely competent but only
occasionally on the verge of being a genius. He employed an
unusually large number of workshop assistants, several of whom,
such as Jacopo Bassano and possibly the young Tintoretto, were
to become major artists in their own right.
Acceptance by a master into his studio implied an
understanding that the assistant would be given structured
training (Tintorerto's was particularly rigorous), in return for
which the assistants, unless encouraged to, would not, so long as
they remained in the studio, develop an individual style of their
own. The assistants were taught to imitate the paintings of the
master so closely that their work was virtually indistinguishable
from the master's own contribution to the paintings in his name.
Bonifazio was supremely successful in this - his clients accepted
the paintings without demur, and art historians have made
themselves more confused with more mistaken attributions of
paintings to Bonifazio than to any other 16th-centuty painter.
Bonifazio-style paintings were produced by his studio for several
years after his death, which could be the case with the Bourges
pictures. Studio assistants were also employed to make copies,
with or without the master's collaboration, of paintings seen and
then wanted by other clients, although to a greater or lesser
extent such copies could vary from the original, presumably with
the master's and the client's agreement, or perhaps even
encouragement. This resulted in a studio producing a series of
similar but not identical pictures on a theme originally painted
by the master, which happened with Bonifazio's The Finding of
Moses, thereby unwittingly benefiting music iconography.
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quartet (Uffizi Gallery, Florence)

There are two paintings, quite different, by Bonifazio himself of
The Finding of Moses. The first, in the Pitti Palace at Florence, is
horizontally long with rounded ends," perhaps painted, as were
a number of other Bonifazio pictures commissioned for Venice
palaces or villas in the Veneto, for a particular space, like the
Bourges pictures. Its length invites more than one focus of
attention, although Bonifazio to some extent integrates it with
his usual mountainous background which includes some
delightful landscape vignettes. He deals with his central subject,
the baby Moses in a cradle being handed to a patriarch-like
figure, with six personages grouped side by side on the same level
in the manner of a sacra conversazione. At the right, beyond a
tree-trunk which divides off this part of the composition, is a
much more interestingly grouped picture of a woman playing a
lute, a man playing a bowed string bass (from here on simply
referred to as 'bass'), and a woman talking to another woman in
nun's habit beside her, while a turbaned man and a woman close
to the trees behind look down listening to the music. SS
(catalogue no.39) dates this picture as 'ca. 1540'.
It says
something for Bonifazio's calibre that the Pitti Moses was for
several centuries believed to be by Veronese, and was then
assigned to Giorgione.
Although musical instruments appear very occasionally
in Bonifazio's earlier pictures," the Pitti Moses is probably his first
to include a scene of ensemble music-making - only a duo in this
case, but the studio copy extended this to a quartet. The musical
group in Bonifazio's Brera Moses" consists of two singers with
music, one a woman dressed as sumptuously as the Bourges
ladies, and the other a man, together with a man playing a
cornett. The partbooks, again in madrigal format, are clearly
shown for us to see - indeed the man turns his book so that it is
easier for us to try to read, but more difficult both for him and
the woman beside him, as well as for the cornettist who looks
down towards both music-books but must have difficulty in
reading either of them. As we know from illustration 6, the
music being shown to us is not decipherable. Was this apparent
jeu d'esprit of Bonifazio's the origin of the upside down musicbook in the Bourges picture?

8. School of Bonifazio,

The Finding of Moses - detail of musicians

(Ashmolean

The Uffizi Gallery in Florence possesses two sheets of sketches
made by Bonifazio, both splashed by ink, one of them badly.
The sketches are rough, but the players' involvement in their
music-making is expressed more physically than in the Bourges
pictures. One group consists of a lute, a viola, a spinet (played by
a woman leaning slightly back), and a male cornettist (illustration
7). The other, which has a little sketch of a transverse flute player
at the bottom, shows less clearly the same man playing the lute,
two singers (a man and a woman), a man with what may be a
recorder, and perhaps the same woman at the spinet;
exceptionally for Bonifazio, but like the Bourges instrumentalists,
she looks at us rather than towards the other players. One
wonders whether Bonifazio's obvious interest in catching the
attitudes and spirits of musicians making music led to his asking
his pupils to develop their artistic skills in the same way, with
different types of ensembles. This might explain why in the
Bonifazio circle there are so many versions of The Finding of
Moses which use the subject as an excuse to paint music-making
in a pastoral setting. There appear to be ten such paintings
extant, including two of Bonifazio's own which must pre-date the
other versions."
In no particular order, for the studio versions are very
difficult to date exactly, they are as follows:
«Moses saved from the waters or The Finding of Moses (both these
tides are shortened below to Moses) Palatine Gallery, Pirti Palace,
Florence, almost certainly painted by Bonifazio himself. [from
left to right] Lute (woman); bass (man).
»Moses Academy, Vienna.
Reworking of the Pitti Moses, but
with more musicians and fewer bystanders. Lute (man); woman
singer with music-book; recorder (man); viola (man);
·Moses Brera Gallery, Milan. Certain Bonifazio. Two singers, a
man and a woman, each with a partbook, and a third possible
woman singer behind; cornett (man). See illustrations 4 and 6.
·Moses New South Wales Art Gallery, Sydney. Bass (man);
?recorder (man); lute (woman).
=Moses Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Bass (man); woman singer
with music-book; lute (man). Illustration 8.
«Moses Gemaldegalerie (No. 208), Dresden.
Lute (man);
woman singer with music, and possibly second woman singer;

Museum,

Oxford)

lira da braccio (man, kneeling, with music-book on ground).
+Moses Dreyfuss collection, Frankfurt. Bass (man); woman,
probably with a wind instrument, which might be a recorder;
lute (woman).
·Moses Sorheby's sale, July 1983. Lute (woman); bass (man);
alto recorder (man). All three musicians, seated or crouching,
look at two music-books on a low table.
»Moses Sotheby's sale, July 1986. Man, seen from behind but
probably playing a lute; woman singer with music-book.
• [Moses Previously Chigi collection, Rome, now location
unknown. No photograph seen. Referred to in SS, A147.]
·Bonifazio sketch, Uffizi Gallery, Florence, No.1454 E. Lute
(man); woman and man singers sharing music-book; recorder
(probably, man); spinet (woman).
·Bonifazio sketch, Uffizi, No.1455 E. Lute (man); viola (man?);
spinet (woman); alto cornett (man). See illustration 7.
·Bonifazio II ricco Epulone Accademia Gallery, Venice. Lute
(woman, who could also be singing); recorder (probably, man);
bass (man). All the musicians bend forward to concentrate on
the open music-book held for them by a negro boy servant. As
Bonifazio has chosen to make the musicians the centre-piece of
his composition, thereby completely disassociating Dives from
the begging Lazarus (see illustration 5), and as the setting is not
pastoral, in its copying" this picture did not lend itself to the
ensemble variations in paintings derived from subjects where the
musicians are in the background or otherwise remote from the
main subject.
Background music-making ensembles are found in two
other Bonifazio School subjects. One is Diana and Actaeon,
where the fashionably dressed musicians are even more
incongruous immediately behind a background of near-naked
nymphs; their pastoral music-making goes on without awareness
of the events in the picture - the shame of Diana and her nymphs
and the cruel metamorphosis of Actaeon into a stag, in the
distance being hunted to his death. SS lists a now lost painting
on this subject attributed to Bonifazio (A264), and it was painted
twice by his followers:
·Diana and Actaeon Hampton Court (No.48), London. Two
women singers with music-book; transverse flute (woman,
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standing); lute (woman, sharing the music-book); bass (woman);
lira da braccio (man).
»Diana and Actaeon Christ Church collection, Oxford.
Two
(Pthree) women singers with music-book; transverse flute (man,
standing); lute (woman, with music-book); lira da braccio
(woman). The flautist and the lira player both follow the
lutenist's music, which therefore cannot be in tablature.
The other subject, with only one representation, which
might have been painted to decorate the front or inside lid of a
chest (cassone),is:
oAeneasand Dido" Musicians play within a portico while a meal
is served to Dido and Aeneas. Bass (man); wind instrument,
perhaps recorder (man, with spectacles); lute (woman).
=Anorher cassone, with the arms of the Gherdadesca family of
Florence, shows, across the front, scenes of pleasure in playing
games and music, in the usual pastoral setting with trees and a
distant range of mountains.
The music group comprises: man
singer; citrern (woman); ?viola, obscured (woman); harp
(woman).
An enigmatic 'Allegory' in the Berlin gallery, which is
ascribed to Bonifazio by SS (41) and dated 'ca. 1540' - the same
year as his Pieri Moses, includes a musical group in the
background on the grass by trees, again set well apart from the
central subject: bass (man, kneeling); woman singer with musicbook, sitting; man standing with wind instrument sharply curved
at the bell end (?crumhorn).
Three paintings in the School of Bonifazio group show al
fresco ensembles which are not in the background of a
mythological or other subject. It seems that Bonifazio himself
was not commissioned to paint a Concerto, although one such in
the National Callery," London, is, it seems, so doubtfully
attributed that I have not listed it here - but it is a beautiful
portrayal of three ladies, two of them with lutes, and two are
singing. The three paintings are:
=Koneert im Freien (in a Munich collection).
Bass (man);
transverse flute (man, standing); woman singing from musicbook, her right arm in an expressive gesture; lira da braccio (man,
kneeling to overlook the singers' music). Illustration 9.
oThe Gardens of a Villa in the Veneto (location not known).
Seated round a table with three music-books: woman singer, her
hand in a gesture similar to that of the soprano singer in the
Bourges picture; cornert, half-hidden by the table - it could be a
tenor, or lysarden (man); small lute, (woman); bass viol (man).
Illustration 10.
=Anocher, formerly in the Kerr collection, Derbyshire. Same title
and artist, but a different villa and a different ensemble round the
table: man with what looks like a very small lira da braccio,
keeping time with his bow; man singer holding music-book; ?lute
(woman); recorder (man); bass viol (man). Illustration 11.
The above two pictures, especially the first, show the
same exactitude as the Bourges pictures in the painting of
flowers. Perhaps it was the same artist?
We may now, with some confidence, add:
oBourges, vocal. Four singers each with a part-book (three
women and a man). Illustration 1.
oBourges, instrumental. Spinet, on a trestle table (woman); lute
(man); recorder (woman); large bass (woman). Illustration 2.
If several uncertainties, some considerable, are accepted,
the instruments in the 21 ensembles in which they occur are as
follows: lute (or cittern) 18, bowed string bass (varying sizes) 13,
spinet 3, harp 1, recorder 9, transverse flute 3, cornett 3,
crumhorn 1, lira da braccio" or viola 8. Fifteen of these
ensembles include singers, and six are purely instrumental.
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Bonifazio's predilection for painting music-making groups on
otherwise unoccupied patches of greensward in his pictures has
created a record which is unique in its extent and homogeneity of
the composition of small-group amateur ensembles during a
period not likely to be outside 1540 to 1560, and in one region.
As symbolic or other considerations do not seem to affect their
verisimilitude, we may reasonably conclude that this is how
upper-class Venetians actually made music during sojourns in
their summer villas in the Veneto, as is shown in illustrations 10
and 11, and probably on other occasions. There is only one
picture with singers alone, but this may be because Bonifazio
thought that painting instrumentalists in action was more of a
challenge to his pupils.
It is notable that, during a period noted for the
development of consorts of the same instrument in different
sizes, every ensemble in these Bonifazio groups, except the one
vocal quartet, is mixed voices and instruments, or mixed
instruments. The total number of musicians portrayed is 83 (42
men and 41 women). 25 of these are singers (including a singer
who also plays a lute), with women far outnumbering men (by
20 to 5). But of the 59 instrumentalists, 37 are men and 22
women. The Renaissance world of amateur music-making, on
this evidence, looks very different from that of professional
music-making, at least in one-to-a-part ensembles.
As in the later six-part 'English consort', plucked strings
supported by a bowed bass outnumber (by 35 to 24) the 'melody
instruments'. It seems that the idea of what was to become the
baroque thorough-bass might already have been in embryo form
in Venice by the mid-16th century.
In the Bonifazio-group ensembles, the spinet and harp
appear to be women's instruments, and cornetts and crumhorn
are played only by men. Otherwise, instruments are played by
either men or women -lute, men 7, women 11; bass, men 11,
women 2; recorder, men 7, women 2; transverse flute, men 2,
women 1; and lira/viola, men 6, women 2.
The 'School of Bonifazio' pictures illustrate the
resourcefulness of Renaissance amateur musicians in arranging
what must originally have been vocal music to suit these varied
ensembles. They suggest that early music groups of today could
be much more adventurous in making their own arrangements
from madrigals and other secular Renaissance part-music.
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9. School of Bonifazio Konzert im Freien (Fleischmann, Muinich)

10. School ofBonifazio, The Gardens of a Villa in the Veneto- part, showing musicians
(Colnaghi, 1959 -location unknown)
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11. As illustration 10, same artist, different villa - part,
showing musicians (location unknown)
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Coronation of the Virgin (with instruments of soft music). I know of only
two recorder representations
in Bonifazio's Adorazione dei Pastori paintings;
one has a shepherd boy with a recorder at the furthest right of the picture,
away from the central scene, while in another (Prado, no. 269, dated
c.1523) the head ends of two duct-flutes emerge from the panier of a young
shepherd in conversation with Joseph. In Cristo in trono e santi (Accademia,
Venice; 55 11, dated 1530) an angel/puno sits on the podium of the
throne, tuning his lute, an image probably derived from Giovanni Bellini Bonifazio was inspired by both Giovanni and Gentile Bellini.
5561. She dates it 'ca. 1545' but other scholars have suggested a date as late
as 1549. A Brera Gallery commentary says that Bonifazio 'used the subject
as an excuse to paint an open-air holiday scene in which the luxuriousness
of the clothes melts into the opulent landscape, dotted with little genre
scenes.' It compares the painting to a rapestry.
I have omitted, as toO marginal to this list, a School of Bonifazio Finding of
Moses in the Szebcn collection, Budapest, which shows three young women,
one with a tambourine, a second with cymbals, and the other holding
something which might be another percussion instrument, but which
cannot be seen as her hands are obscured by the second girl. There is also
an 'ascribed to Bonifazio' Finding of Moses in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, but with no musical group.
The full tide of this gallery is Cernaldegalerie der Akademie der bildenden
Kunste, Vienna.
SS lists four copies under 'attributed works' - A18, A240 and A241, all
location unknown, and A82, the Dives and Lazarus in the National Gallery,
London - NG 3106. There is a 'School of Bonifazio' copy in the Schloss
Faisanerie

at Weimar.

27 The Christ Church version is attributed to the Dutch painter Lambert
Sustris, who studied in Venice before 1548, possibly with Bonifazio.
This is a totally different picture from Bonifazio's own canvas on the same
subject, now in a private collection in Venice, list~d 44c by SS. My
28 illustrarion of the cassone panel has been noted as 'Benson collection' and is
attributed to Andrea Schiavone, a talented pupil ofBonifazio.
NG 2903, catalogued (1995) as 'Italian mid-1520's, possibly by an artist
from Friuli', SS A8S. It has also been amibuted to Palma Vecchio. For
other

concert scenes, see H. Colin Slim, 'Two
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Aldershot, 2002). Professor Slim also agrees that the music held by the
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Confusion in identifying the instruments in these ensemble scenes is
inevitable, and the draughtsmanship of some of the artists is less accurate
than one may wish for. In mid-l Grh-cenrury Italy the lira da braccio was
more common than the viola (da braccio). I have used the former term
when the flat heart-shaped pegboard of the lira can be made out in the
pictures. See Sybil Marcuse, A Survey of Musical Instruments (Newton
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